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As the head of the Biological Computer Lab (BCL), in both his theory and scientific practice, Heinz von Foerster exhibited a holistic multi-perspective approach to the body and knowing. This took form through an overarching embodied attitude toward knowledge production. Von Foerster, through conversation, collaborative research, advanced publication, and focused symposia, functioned as an exceptional organizational vehicle for knowledge production across a series of widely differing domains. He sometimes did this by playing the “contrarian” – exploring language inversions, humor and playful linguistic game strategies. He was deeply interested in metaphor and the ideas of Wittgenstein concerning language. He thus became a living nexus for conceptual dances that played out across a multiplicity of conversations. This paper will function as a springboard for recouping many of the ideas that have become lost and/or displaced over time, yet are still potentially essential to the development of new forms of computation, circular causal relations, as well as human interaction and Understanding Understanding. According to Gordon Pask’s Conversation Theory Seaman points at conversation as a means to shared understanding and learning. A heterarchical approach to these conversations allows forming a dynamic compendium.
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